Dear expert,
We are pleased to invite you to our first online Expert Seminar on ‘Process-generated carcinogens’
which will be held from 10.00-13.00 CET on Tuesday November 23rd 2021.
The goal of this seminar is to get together with relevant stakeholders from over Europe and to
explore how to accelerate tackling exposure to a specific group of substances at work. The seminar is
organised as activity within Challenge 4.2 of the Roadmap on Carcinogens, and will focus on ‘processgenerated carcinogens’. Process-generated carcinogens occur as a by-product of a work process.
Well-known examples are diesel engine emissions, respirable crystalline silica dust, wood dust and
welding fumes.
For more elaborated information on this, please visit Challenge 4.2: Process-generated carcinogens Roadmap on Carcinogens
Together with you and the expertise that you and other stakeholders bring along, we want to bring a
positive change to the problem of exposure to process-generated carcinogens among the working
population in Europe. Next to providing you information on the current situation, the goal of the
seminar is to explore how to accelerate tackling exposure to these substances. Therefore,
stakeholders in the field of these substances, research, sectoral organisations, labour inspections,
manufacturing of working tools, policy makers, and others are invited to join this seminar and will be
asked to contribute to a way forward. Together, we would like to discuss what further action needs
to be taken to make sure that the correct measures are being taken. At this point we foresee two
seminars, this first one in November 2021 and another one in the spring of 2022.
A detailed programme will be sent to you in the week prior to the seminar. In addition, we will ask
you for some preliminary input to ensure a smooth discussion during the seminar and to get the
most out of our time.
Please let us know if you will be able to attend the seminar on Tuesday November 23rd as soon as
possible. You can confirm your participation via the following link:
https://lffz8ofreoa.typeform.com/to/GrtsWOMf.
We look forward to seeing you there and would appreciate your much-needed attendance and the
expertise!
Kind regards, on behalf of Challenge Team 4.2 of the Roadmap on Carcinogens,
Amber Vernooij,
Jos de Lange.
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